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Cisarua Learning (CL) Inc. is a Public Benevolent Institution. It is registered with the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits 

Commission and has DGR status. All donations over $2 are tax-deductible.

We believe that ‘refugees can be part of the solution’, and we inspire the 'sleeping leaders' within the transient refugee 

communities to create their own refugee-led initiatives. Through our outreach and advocacy program, we build community 

and connections between refugees living in limbo and people in developing countries. We advocate internationally for the 

inclusion of refugees in the decision making process of refugee-focused programs.Our flagship project, the Cisarua Refugee 

Learning Centre (CRLC) in Cisarua, Indonesia, is proof that ‘refugees can be part of the solution’.

Cisarua Learning is managed by co-project directors Muzafar Ali and Jolyon Hoff. 

1 . Charity ABN: 19621094022
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The only place to start the 2017-18 annual report is with the ‘shout it from the rooftops’ news 
that Cisarua Learning is now a registered Public Benevolent Institution in Australia, and as such 
all donations to Cisarua Learning are now tax deductible. The process took nearly two years 
and we very gratefully acknowledge the support of Nadine Clode at Justice Connect, and the 
remarkable Hannah Rose and Georgia Murphy-Haste from Sparke Helmore Lawyers. Without 
their support it would just not have been possible.

The CRLC continues to be our flagship program and inspiration. We support the school financially 
and also by connecting the school with interns, teacher training and with constant support and 
advice. Some highlights have been two visits by lecturers from UTS education department and 
a never-ending stream of interns and visitors who visit the centre to live and work with the CRLC 
teachers and students.  

The other incredible news from Indonesia is that there are now up to 15 informal refugee-led 
schools, representing approximately 1500 students and around 100 volunteer refugee teachers. 
Thousands of refugees are now engaged in the informal education system in Indonesia, and 
they are receiving all the corresponding educational, mental and social benefits. As the first 
refugee-led education centre in Indonesia we are very proud of our role in encouraging this 
refugee-led education revolution, and we have begun spreading our resources to support them.

The other major news from Indonesia is not so positive. The UNHCR has told the refugees 
and asylum seekers that their expected wait time in Indonesia is up to 25 years, and that many 
would never be resettled.  Using the rationale that there is next to no chance that they would be 
resettled, they have stopped assessing the refugee status of asylum seekers. This is a massive 
mental blow for the refugees in Indonesia and why we reaffirm our commitment to accompany 
them for as long as they need. It is also why we are expanding our online classes in 2018/19, and 
creating a complete education pathway to university for the refugees.

WELCOME TO THE 2017/18 ANNUAL REPORT 
FOR CISARUA LEARNING
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2017/18 marked the release of, The Staging Post. Shot by the ever-effervescent, 17 year old 
co-founder of the CRLC, Khadim Dai, and directed by Jolyon Hoff, the film tells the story of the 
CRLC. It has been phenomenally successful and was the 14th most successful documentary 
at the cinema in Australia in 2017 and, in 2018 so far, is the 5th biggest. We have held over 
100 screenings of the film in cinemas, community halls, schools and universities. Each of these 
screenings has been an opportunity to grow our community and we have loved every minute 
of it. We continue to get numerous screening enquiries and Jolyon has started filming a second 
episode of the film.

The bigger the education revolution grows, the more convinced we become that refugees 
must be at the centre of the conversation around the current worldwide refugee-crisis , and 
this will be a further focus for Cisarua Learning in 2018/19. We have developed a strategic 
document that outlines our plans revolving around three areas of work; continuing to support 
the CRLC and expand our support to other refugee-led initiatives, continuing to build 
community and personal connections between Australian and refugees, and raising our idea 
that ‘refugees can be a part of the solution’ in the global discussion about refugees.

Please enjoy our 2017/18 Annual Report. This journey has just begun. Thanks for joining us.

Yours Sincerely,

Jolyon Hoff and Muzafar Ali
Managing Directors, Cisarua Learning
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FROM THE MANAGER AND ASSISTANT MANAGER

Everyone at the Cisarua Refugee Learning Centre (CRLC) is always learning, and 2017/18 has been 
another year of growth for us all. It is always busy here, which helps us manage our mental and other 
stress. The children, classes, syllabus, interns, coffee classes, excursions, visitors, university exchanges, 
sports, visits to Jakarta, hosting other schools and UNHCR and IOM visits all keep us occupied.

This year we started with a 111 students in the morning shift. The students study five subjects. There 
are also regular varied workshops, trainings and sharing. The children are all working very hard for a 
future they hope to have. We see their happiness and determination and, for  the many of us who lost 
their childhoods, it gives us energy to see the children grow and glow. 

This year CRLC hosted many international and local students, and we shared culture, tradition and stories. 

The visitors are always away surprised and impressed by the level of education and fluency of English 
our kids have. Many leave the school in tears when saying goodbyes to our students. The bond of 
friendship with local and international community is getting stronger. They stay in touch through Whatsapp, 
facebook, instagram and other social media.

Sport is one of the most loved activities for the students and teachers. We play football, ping-pong, 
dodge-ball and every day there is a morning exercise routine. Sport at the CRLC is all-inclusive for 
boys and girls, and we are proud to be facilitating many of the girls and women to play sport for the first 
time in their life. 

We hold inter-class and also inter-school football tournaments. The CRLC students always perform 
well and we are proud of their professional attitude and FairPlay. Every day there are Ping-Pong 
dodge ball and basketball games at recess and the sports period. We also played football with AIS 
students on our visit to Jakarta. It is fair to say that the students do not miss any opportunity made 
available to them. 

During the last year there have been many long-term visitors and interns to the CRLC. They 
include; Jennifer Moberg, Alberto Gelmi, Yvonne Jolanda Mathis, Edith Mathis, Erika Chrisiani, 
Aqilah Nafisa Ulya, Mckayla Hayse and Kieren Kresevic Salazar. The experience is a two-way 
education exchange, they learn from us and we learn from them. They join our teaching timetable 
and hold specific workshops, especially sessions on self-care, teamwork and information on puberty.
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They are all inspired by the positive energy at the CRLC and some have gone back to their 
universities and written Masters and Phd theses about the school. We look forward to seeing them 
back again and we’ll post some links to their work online

CRLC regularly hosts day visitors from all around the world as well. These include journalists and news 
reporters, researchers, students, teachers and professors. Some notable visitors include an Australian 
Federal Member of Parliament, Mr. Tim Watts and Mayor, Sarah Carter, on a tour to educate themselves 
about refugees. We sent them back to Australia with our message that ‘refugees only want a safe place 
to learn and to contribute to society’. 

Throughout the year CRLC has hosted many universities and schools including University of Indonesia, 
Binus University,  Pajajaran University Bandung, University of Multi-Media Nusantra Tanggerang, Australian 
Independent school, Colombo Plan Students from Australia and Christian Raffle School Jakarta. They 
came in big groups and we shared games, cultural and traditional activities and meals together. They 
were all great days and again we made many friends.

In 2017, The UNHCR came to the CRLC for the first time. We were proud to host them and we 
encouraged them to see the refugee community as a resource, as people who can volunteer to serve 
the community. We worry about the refugees who are stuck in detention with little or no education 
opportunities and we have since heard that UNHCR and IOM intend to expand the education 
opportunities in the detention centres and IOM houses. We hope that they continue to see refugees as 
integral partners in this process.

It has been a busy year. We are all stuck in the middle of a journey which seems to have no end, but 
are doing our best with what we have. Our greatest thanks go to all the teachers who do their best every 
day at school to help the kids. We can see our hard work paying off. Thanks to them also for supporting 
Halima and myself this year. We appreciate all your efforts.

Thank you

Khalil and Halima.
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SUCCESS FOR THE CISARUA REFUGEE LEARNING 
CENTRE GRADUATES

Cisarua Learning is committed to supporting refugees in transit for as long as they need, but we are also 
incredibly proud of our ‘graduates’ who are lucky enough to be resettled in third countries. They are 
our ambassadors and continue to support us in many ways. In the future they will return to working for 
Cisarua Learning and continue to help the refugees who need support.

There have been 17 CRLC students and 10 families resettled in Canada, USA and Australia and we 
are proud to say that they have been 100% successful in their new countries. All the kids are enrolled 
in school and are studying at their age-appropriate level. Almost none of the students required extra 
English lessons and went straight into the mainstream school community. Their families are also 
doing well, have found work and are settling in quickly. Some of the families have even bypassed the 
refugee communities and resettled directly into the mainstream community, skipping an often 
decades-long process.

A few examples of successful CRLC graduates include:

Tahira Razai, CRLC’s ex-manager, who has resettled in Canada with her two children and has been 
admitted to York University to study Fine Arts and Humanities. She continues to support CRLC in Canada.

Nagina Ali, who has resettled in Australia and is in her second year at Adelaide University studying a 
double degree. She plans to return to CRLC to help with the teaching once she is qualified. 

Muzafar Ali, the co-founder of CRLC, is currently pursuing a Bachelor in Political Science. He regularly 
speaks for refugees and CRLC to audiences around the world.

Khadim Dai, another co-founder of CRLC, is living in the United States. He has been working in 
Hollywood with screen legends like Jim Carrey, Catherine Keener and Michel Gondry. He directed 
a 30 minute documentary about LGBTI refugees in Los Angeles and presents and speaks on behalf of 
CRLC at events around the United States. He has just received a full-scholarship to study film at the 
California Institute of the Arts. 

The Karimi family has resettled in Houston, Texas, and are all doing well. Fatima’s grades at school are 
on track to reach her dream of attending medical school. Mr Karimi is working, while Fatima negotiates 
his contracts for him.
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“When I started going to the 

CRLC, changes came into my life. 

I  found new friends with different 

backgrounds and new skills and 

ideas. I experienced how it helps to 

be in a community which is made 

up of different people with different 

languages and skills and how this 

can help you make a new 

version of you.” CRLC Student.

Khadim Dai, another co-founder of 

CRLC, is living in the United States. 

He has been working in Hollywood 

with screen legends like Jim 

Carrey, Catherine Keener and 

Michel Gondry. He has just 

received a full-scholarship to 

study film at the California 

Institute of the Arts. 
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Every year the CRLC is lucky to receive hundreds of visitors from all around the world. Some are highly 
qualified and professional, while others are students looking to expand their knowledge about the world. 
They write journal articles, university theses, blogs and social media about the school, and they go back 
to their own countries with real-life knowledge about refugees. This first-hand knowledge and experience 
cannot be distorted by shallow media articles, an important outcome for the millions of refugees stuck 
in limbo.

Each visitor is offered an opportunity to learn from the refugees, to engage in the community and to 
share their own knowledge with the CRLC community. Almost all leave the school moved by the courage 
and resilience of the refugees at the CRLC and many tears are shared. Everyone becomes a part of our 
borderless community and life-long friendships are formed.

CRLC / University of Technology Sydney (UTS) Teacher Development Partnership

CRLC and UTS continued the Teacher Development programme with two week-long intensive 
development programmes in 2017 and 2018. In September 2017, Associate Professor Nina Burridge, 
Dr Damian Maher, Dr Lucy Fiske and Bilquis Ghani organised a series of workshops focusing on unit 
planning (designing a series of lesson plans, exercises, resources and assessments together to create a 
unit of learning). The training programme include representatives from CRLC and also three other nearby 
refugee-led schools, the Refugee Learning Centre, Hope Learning Centre and Refugee Learning Nest. In 
addition to the group workshops, Damian and Nina observed teachers in the classrooms at each school, 
and provided tailored feedback on teaching skills.

The team came again in January 2018 and worked with the four schools, this time running programmes 
on the use of technology in the classrooms (thank you to UTS for the donation of two iPads to enhance 
student learning) and teaching history and social sciences. This development programme also introduced 
us to peer observation of teaching and constructive debriefing after observed lessons. Encouraging peer-
to-peer learning was an excellent way to get new ideas for teaching and building supportive collegial 
teamwork.

VISITORS AND INTERNS AT THE CRLC
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We hope to welcome UTS back again later in the year to continue our learning journey together.

CRLC is lucky to have long-term visitors at the school. They live in the community, learn from the CRLC 
community, and form life-long bonds.

CRLC Intern / EDITH

"To teach at CRLC was a huge privilege. It gave me an idea of the challenges you are facing. You are 

among the strongest people I have ever met. In the face of all your struggles, you still celebrate, joke 

and laugh. Thank you for inspiring me with your resilience. You give me hope. The CRLC team helped 

prepare me for future volunteering opportunities and expanded my cultural awareness." 

CRLC Intern  / YVONNE

"As part of my Master’s Degree in Social Work, I spent four months at CRLC. I was involved in teaching, 

‘coffee classes’ (exchange between teachers regarding classroom strategies and questions), workshops 

with students about drugs and sex education, workshops with parents about oral health and nutrition, 

a workshop for female adult learners on mental health support, and many other activities. The courage, 

motivation, curiosity and willingness of all community members at CRLC is inspiring. I plan and hope to 

return in the near future."
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Cisarua Learning is entirely supported by individual supporters and donations and every supporter, big 
and small, becomes part of our borderless community. Below is just one story of support for Cisarua 
Learning. There are many more.

GUSTAV AND SUSSANNE

My husband, Gustav, and I own an active travel company, Bike & Saddle, and our guests can earn Eco-
Miles for every mile they cycle, hike or paddle, and donate them to worthy causes. We do the same on 
our trips, and this time we planned to ride across America and support CRLC. I worked in Afghanistan for 
several years and want to assist those who had to flee that wonderful and tragic country. It was easy to 
choose CRLC as a worthy cause.

On our first day in Los Angeles we met Khadim and his cheerfulness and determination set the right tone 
for our journey. It took us about 65 days to make our way from San Diego to Florida and we loved it. There 
were many highlights along the way and we were fortunate to meet wonderful people. Looking back at 
photos crossing the Continental Divide, visiting Gila Cliff Dwellings, and discovering the Mississippi River 
stand out.  We cycled 4,869 kilometres and gladly donated one US$ for every kilometre. Hopefully we 
will have more adventures and can continue to support CRLC.

CRLC SUPPORTERS
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Five years ago, I was living in Jakarta when Australia ‘stopped the boats’. I realised that I had never met a 
refugee and decided to find out who they were, where they came from and what they were going to do 
now? I drove to Cisarua, a small village outside of Jakarta and the staging post for the boats to Christmas 
Island. That trip marked the beginning of the journey of my life. 

I quickly met two refugees, Muzafar and Khadim. Muzafar had worked for the United Nations and was 
a photographer. Khadim was 17-years old and had been filming his life on his mobile phone. We liked 
each other straight away and connected through our creative work. We decided to start a project 
together.

Soon after, Muzafar and Khadim co-founded a refugee-led school, the Cisarua Refugee Learning 
Centre (CRLC). It was the first refugee-led school in Indonesia and inspired a refugee-led education 
revolution. There are now about 15 refugee-led schools in Indonesia, representing over 1,500 
refugees staffed by around 100 volunteer refugee teachers. The transformation is captured in our 
feature documentary, The Staging Post. The documentary is a key element in attracting supporters 
to the schools and inspiring refugees to start their own initiatives.

In the second half of 2017 we self-released the film at cinemas and, through word-of-mouth and 
social media, it grew from strength to strength. With a 2017 box office of over AUD $40,000 we 
were the 14th most successful Australian documentary in Australian cinemas. So far in 2018, we 
have reached AUD $25,000 and are the 5th highest grossing Australian documentary. We have 
held well over 100 screenings, including many at schools and universities. Each screening is an 
opportunity to introduce Australians to a refugee for the first time. We often include a Q&A with 
Muzafar, now living in Australia on a Humanitarian Visa, or a Skype discussion with the refugee teachers 
and students at CRLC in Indonesia. Informed by The Staging Post, a borderless community has 
formed around the refugee-led education centres in Indonesia and this community of refugees are 
also educating Australians. We accompany, encourage and educate each other and help each 
other to overcome and manage our respective journeys and challenges. 

Jolyon Hoff
Director - The Staging Post

THE STAGING POST PROVES THE POWER OF 
COMMUNITY IN AUSTRALIA.
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FINANCES

Cisarua Learning Limited Profit and Loss Statement
For the Year ended 30 June 2018
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Cisarua Learning Limited 
Year ended 30 June 2018
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Cisarua Learning Limited 
Financial Report
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Cisarua Learning Limited 
Financial Report
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Cisarua Learning Limited 
Financial Report
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The journey for Cisarua Learning started over four years ago when a group of refugee women took the 
brave step to risk their refugee status and started teaching the refugee children stuck in limbo. This 
simple and selfless act redefined the possibilities for the refugee community, and has since inspired a 
refugee-led education revolution across Indonesia. After over four years, the Cisarua Refugee Learning 
Centre is one of the most successful refugee-led projects worldwide. 

Their courage has inspired refugees across Indonesia, the school they started is an educational 
resource for Australians wanting to know more about refugees and it receives hundreds of visitors from 
around the world every year. 

In addition, we have presented their story to thousands through the feature documentary, The Staging 
Post. Each screening is an opportunity to create human connections between the audience and the 
refugees stuck in Indonesia.

We are committed to the idea, ’refugees can be a part of the solution’, and have developed a strategic 
plan based around the three central areas which have contributed to our success.

In Cisarua/Indonesia. 

We continue to support the CRLC, which is increasingly being written about by academics and 
recognised by practitioners as a world-leading example of refugee capacity and agency. Increasingly 
we spread our resources to other refugee-led initiatives via joint-workshops, rent subsidies, syllabus 
support, friendship and accompaniment.

Future Strategy for Cisarua Learning
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Some specific goals include,

• Paying all the teachers at the CRLC a ‘living stipend’.
• Supporting the rent of other refugee-led learning centres.
• Providing continued teacher training for refugee teachers in Indonesia.
• Advocating for recognition and support from the UNHCR and Indonesian Government.
• Supporting the establishment of new learning centres.
• Encouraging education programmes inside Indonesian detention camps.
• Maintaining a positive relationship with the Indonesian Government and local

community.
• Expanding online classes to provide education for older refugees.
• To close the gap between primary education and university level opportunities.

Building community between Australians and refugees.

The release and overwhelming success of The Staging Post, has helped us to create new connections, 
friendships and education opportunities between Australians and refugees. Each screening is an 
opportunity for Australians to meet and learn about refugees, from refugees.

Schools and universities have been some of the most receptive spaces for The Staging Post 
screenings. When students meet Muzafar and Skype with the teachers and kids in Cisaura, it is often 
the first time they have met a refugee. This is an important milestone for Australians, as they are 
challenged to form their opinions about refugees.

Ultimately we hope to create a borderless community of refugees and Australians and we plan to 
continue this outreach, education and advocacy program in Australia.

International advocacy.

In 2017/18 Muzafar Ali attended a number of refugee-focussed conferences. In particular the 
International Association for the Study of Forced Migration conference in Thessoliniki, Greece. We 
discovered that the idea behind the Cisarua Refugee Learning Centre that, ‘refugees can be a part of 
the solution’ is also relevant at a global level.  We plan to present our experience and learning to global 
thought leaders and multi-lateral actors, in order to encourage their engagement with the refugee 
community.

Future Strategy for Cisarua Learning (cont.)
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MUZAFAR ALI: 
Muzafar is a refugee from Afghanistan who has now resettled 
in Australia on a humanitarian visa. While living as a refugee in 
Indonesia he established and managed the Cisarua Refugee 
Learning Centre. 

In Afghanistan he worked for the United Nations as a Political 
Advisor and he is a renowned photographer and human rights 
advocate.

JOLYON HOFF: 
Jolyon Hoff is an Australian filmmaker who has lived and worked in 
Australia, the United States, West Africa and Indonesia. He holds a 
Master’s degree in Documentary Directing from the Australian Film 
Television and Radio School.
Along with Caroline he was the first supporter of the Cisarua 
Refugee Learning Centre.

CAROLINE SAGE: 
Caroline works as a Senior Social Development Specialist for the 
World Bank across Asia and Africa. She is a well-known supporter 
of the arts in Nigeria. With Jolyon she was the first supporter of the 
Cisarua Refugee Learning Centre

The Cisarua Learning Inc. Board
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The Cisarua Learning Inc. Board

SIMON TAAFFE:
Simon was one of the first supporters of the Cisarua Refugee 
Learning Centre.

MELANIE MORRISON:
Melanie has a lifelong association with Indonesia. Working as a 
reporter and editor for a variety of media outlets. Returning to 
Australia in 2002 Melanie joined SBS TV as a producer on Insight, 
Dateline, and ground-breaking series “Go Back To Where You Came 
From.”   

Melanie is now the Communications Manager for the Public 
Education Foundation, a not-for-profit arm of the Department of 
Education. 

DR LUCY FISKE:
Lucy holds a Chancellor’s Postdoctoral Research Fellowship at 
University of Technology Sydney. She has worked with refugees and 
asylum seekers for 20 years, first as a social worker and now as a 
researcher. She is a new member of CL Inc. and is looking forward to 
a long and productive collaboration together. 

KHADIM DAI:
When he was living in Indonesia as a refugee Khadim was a co-
founder of the school. He worked as its communication manager 
and made many awarded short films, artworks and articles about the 
refugee community in Indonesia.

He has now resettled in Los Angeles where he continues to 
advocate for the Cisarua Refugee Learning Centre.. 
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To help this community please donate
Public Benevolent Institution with DGR status

Charity ABN: 19621094022

www.cisarualearning.com

CHEQUES AND MONEY ORDERS CAN BE SENT TO:

ST. GEORGE BANK
CISARUA LEARNING INC.

BSB 105-011 
ACCOUNT NUMBER: 110 335 440

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT: 
jolyonhoff@gmail.com 

or muzafarali12@gmail.com

DONATIONS:




